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You should have the following for this examination

-Answer Booklet, examination pass and student ID
This paper consists of TWOSection(s). Attempt ALL questions.
Circle the correct answer in section A.

1. The process of drawing a sample from a population is known as _________.a. Samplingb. Censusc. Survey researchd. None of the above2. The nonrandom sampling type that involves selecting a convenience sample from apopulation with a specific set of characteristics for your research study is called _____.a. Convenience samplingb. Quota samplingc. Purposive samplingd. Snowball sampling3. In which of the following nonrandom sampling techniques does the researcher ask theresearch participants to identify other potential research participants?a. Snowball
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b. Conveniencec. Purposived. Quota4. When evaluating tests and assessments, “reliability” refers to asking ourselves which ofthe following questions?a. Does it measure what it is supposed to measure?b. Are there ways to avoid subjective judgments when measuring something?c. Does it give consistent results?d. Does it measure multiple constructs?5. Which of the following is not an ethical guideline for conductingresearch with humans?a. Getting informed consent of the participantb. Telling participants they must continue until the study has been completedc. keeping participants’ identityanonymousd. Telling participants they are free to withdraw at any time6. What is the median of the following set of scores?18, 6, 12, 10, 14 ?A. 10B. 14C. 18D. 127. The most frequently occurring number in a set of values is called the ____.a. Meanb. Medianc. Moded. Range8. Which measure of central tendency takes into account the magnitude of scores?a. Meanb. Medianc. Moded. Range9. Computer database searches can be doneA. With a computer cd-rom driveB. At the libraryC. OnlineD. All of the above
10. A research proposal……………………



A. Should be detailedB. Should be given to others for review and commentsC. Sets out the rational for a research studyD. All of the above11. An ordinal scale is:a. The simplest form of measurementb. A rank-order scale of measurementc. A scale with equal intervals between adjacent numbersd. A categorical scale12. People who are available, volunteer, or can be easily recruited are used in the samplingmethod called ______.a. Simple random samplingb. Cluster samplingc. Systematic samplingd. Convenience sampling13. In an experiment to find out if taking ginseng increases IQ scores, the IQ scores wouldbe the……………………………….a. independent variable.b. a control variable.c. an extraneous variable.d. the dependent variable.14. In which part of the proposal are research participants discussed in detail?a. Literature reviewb. Methodsc. Appendixd. abstract15.  What must Research participants give before they can participate in a study?a. Guidelinesb. A commitmentc. Informed consentd. Private information16 . The act of publishing the same data and results in more than one journal or publicationrefers to which of the following professional issues:a. Partial publicationb. Duplicate publicationc. Deceptiond. Fallacy



17. What is it called when the participants are not revealed to anyone but researcher andstaff?a. Confidentialityb. Anonymityc. Ethicsd. Discretion.18. Which is the process of gathering evidence supporting inferences based test scores?a. Validationb. Validityc. Reliabilityd. Prediction19. When each member of a population has an equally likely chance of being selected, thisis called:a. A nonrandom sampling methodb. A quota samplec. A snowball sampled. random sampling20.  Which of the following types of sampling involves the researcher determining theappropriate sample sizes for the groups identified as important, and then takingconvenience samples from those groups?a. Proportional stratified samplingb. Quota samplingc. One-stage cluster samplingd. Two-stage cluster sampling
21. Which of the following is not part of data processing?a. categorizingb. codingc. preparing master sheetsd. preparing questionnaires22. Which of the following is not included in a work plan?a. Activitiesb. Responsibilityc. Timed. budget23. Which of the following is not included when describing the study population in aproposal?



a. Describe the hypothesisb. Mapping of areac. Showing accessibility of aread. Cooperation by community area24. Which of the following is not included in the preliminary pages of a research report?a. Literature reviewb. Table of contentsc. Acknowledgementsd. Abstract
25. The kind of research that addresses asituation problem or phenomena existenceis……….a. Exploratoryb. Analyticalc. Inferentiald. Descriptive26. Which of the following is a primary data sourcea. Journalsb. Observationc. Hospital recordsd. Textbooks27.  Which of the following is not included in the title page?a. Nameb. Titlec. Purpose of researchd. Method of sampling28. Which of the following is not an example of type of measurement for medical history?a. Physical findingsb. Diagnosisc. Medicationd. Level of education29. A………………….is a subset of the populationa. Parameterb. Statisticc. Sampled. data30. Which of the following is not a type of nonrandom sampling?a. Cluster samplingb. Convenience sampling



c. Quota samplingd. Purposive sampling
31. …………………………………means to acknowledge the source of information.a. Samplingb. Referencingc. Plagiarismd. accusation
32. Which of the following verbs should not be used when stating objectives?a. to determineb. to comparec. to verifyd. to appreciate33. Which of the following should not be considered when stating objectives ?a. specificb. realisticc. time boundd. reliable34. Which of the following is not an example of a nominolscale ?a.sexb.divorcedc. singled. grade III disease

35. The  ………………………….population is from where a sample is actually collected from.A, targetb. study



c. sampling framed. sample36. The kind of sampling where individuals are put in groups before sampling is done iscalled …………………………a. purposiveb. randomc. systematicd. stratified37. Which of the following is not considered when planning for data sorting and analysis?a. Operationalization of informationb. Performing quality-control checks,c. Data processing, andd. Data analysis.38. ………………………….is the principle that obliges us to take positive steps to help otherspursue their legitimate interests.a. Justiceb. Beneficiencec. Maleficienced. autonomy39. ……………………..is an ethical value where all subjects in any research project are alwaystold the trutha. Confidentialityb. Fidelityc. Autonomyd. veracity40. What must Research participants give before they can participate in a study?a. maintenance feeb. Guidelinesc. Informed consentd. Private information



SECTION B (60 MARKS)1. Describe the non-probability sampling methodsgiving relevant examples(20 marks)2. Describe the different methods used in data collection (20 marks)3. What are the possible sources of bias during data collection (20 marks)


